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ABSTRACT: It is common practice in the lead halide perovskite solar cell ﬁeld to add a small
molar excess of lead iodide (PbI2) to the precursor solution to increase the device performance.
However, recent reports have shown that an excess of PbI2 can accelerate performance loss. In
addition, PbI2 is photoactive (band gap ∼2.3 eV), which may lead to parasitic absorption losses in
a solar cell. Here we show that devices using small quantities of excess PbI2 exhibit better device
performance as compared with stoichiometric devices, both initially and for the duration of a
stability test under operating conditions, primarily by enhancing the charge extraction. However,
the photolysis of PbI2 negates the beneﬁcial eﬀect on charge extraction by leaving voids in the
perovskite ﬁlm and introduces trap states that are detrimental for device performance. We propose
that although excess PbI2 provides a good template for enhanced performance, the community
must continue to seek other additives or synthesis routes that fulﬁll the same beneﬁcial role as
excess PbI2, but without the photolysis that negates these beneﬁcial eﬀects under long-term device
operation.

P

humidity can be prevented by encapsulation and will not be
studied here, but heat and light are unavoidable for a solar cell
under operating conditions. Furthermore, some studies found
that excess PbI2 has a detrimental eﬀect on the performance22
and can cause parasitic absorption.11 These apparent contradictions in the ﬁeld make it diﬃcult to draw universal
conclusions about the use of PbI2. Now that PSCs are
approaching commercialization, it is important to critically
assess the use of excess PbI2 and determine whether it is a
practical or a parasitic additive.
This study describes how X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be used to probe
excess PbI2 in methylammonium lead iodide perovskite
(MAPbI3) ﬁlms and devices. These techniques are used to
explore when excess PbI2 is beneﬁcial for performance side-byside with device measurements and optical techniques to
investigate any parasitic absorption by PbI2. It is found that low
concentrations of excess PbI2 (≤5 mol % in the precursor
solutions) lead to the presence of predominantly crystalline
PbI2. For higher concentrations, large clusters of amorphous
PbI2 are observed in the ﬁlm, and the preferential orientation
of the MAPbI3 crystallites changes abruptly. These observations correlate with an increase in the device performance up

erovskite solar cells (PSCs) are rising stars in the
photovoltaics ﬁeld. A combination of ease of processing,
cheap and abundant precursors, high absorption coeﬃcients,
and long charge-carrier diﬀusion lengths have led to the rapid
development of the PSC ﬁeld.1 The ﬁrst reports came out only
a decade ago,2,3 yet power conversion eﬃciencies (PCEs) now
exceed 25%, rivalling that of the established silicon solar cell.4
Added to this is the tunability of the band gap through
compositional engineering, making perovskites ideal materials
for tandem solar cells.5 It is thus evident that perovskites will
play an important role in future energy generation; however,
there is still much room to further improve stability6 and push
the PCE closer to the theoretical maximum.7
One frequently used method to empirically maximize PCE is
through ensuring that a small excess of PbI2 is present in the
ﬁnal perovskite absorber layer. This can be achieved by adding
a small molar excess of PbI2 (5−10 mol % with respect to the
stoichiometric composition) to the precursor solution8 or by
heat-treating the perovskite ﬁlm to generate PbI2 in situ.9
Recent reports have shown that excess PbI2 can passivate
defects, leading to a higher open-circuit potential (Voc).10−13
Furthermore, a key advantage of excess PbI2 has been ascribed
to it preventing the formation of an organic-rich surface, which
otherwise impedes the charge extraction.8 As a result, devices
using an excess of PbI2 also exhibit an improved short-circuit
current (Jsc).8,9,14−16 In addition, there are reports of excess
PbI2 increasing the device stability, in particular, protecting
against water- or oxygen-induced degradation.15,17,18 However,
other recent reports have claimed that excess PbI2 can
accelerate device degradation in the presence of oxygen and
humidity19,20,16 or heat and light.20,21 Exposure to oxygen and
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Figure 1. (a) XRD diﬀractogram of a tetragonal MAPbI3 ﬁlm containing a 20% molar excess of PbI2, with the (001) peak of PbI2 at 12.6°.23 (b)
SEM image of a polycrystalline MAPbI3 ﬁlm with 10 mol % excess PbI2 in SE mode. PbI2 crystals are brighter than perovskite crystals due to the
higher average atomic number; selected PbI2 crystals are circled in red.

Figure 2. (a) XRD diﬀractograms (vertically oﬀset for clarity) showing the evolution of the (001) PbI2 diﬀraction peak in ﬁlms with increasing
molar excess (in mol %). (b) Peak intensity of the (001) PbI2 diﬀraction peak extracted from panel a. (c) Normalized intensity of MAPbI3
diﬀraction peaks, extracted from the diﬀractograms in Figure S1. SEM image of a (d) stoichiometric MAPbI3 ﬁlm, (e) 5 mol % excess PbI2 ﬁlm, (f)
15 mol % excess PbI2 ﬁlm, and (g) close-up of a 15 mol % excess PbI2 ﬁlm.

PbI2, charge extraction is impeded, and Jsc and thus the device
performance drop. Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) and
external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) measurements show that

to an excess PbI2 content of 5 mol %, mainly due to an increase
in the short-circuit current (Jsc), indicating that charge
extraction is enhanced. For higher concentrations of excess
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Figure 3. Boxplots of the device parameters of MAPbI3 solar cells as a function of the PbI2 excess in the precursor solution measured from open
circuit to short circuit under AM1.5 100 mW/cm2. (a) Power conversion eﬃciency, (b) short-circuit current, (c) open-circuit voltage, and (d) ﬁll
factor.

hexagonal PbI2 at 2θ = 12.6° can clearly be distinguished from
the tetragonal perovskite peaks (Figure 1a). The penetration
depth of X-rays in perovskite is >10 μm,27 allowing XRD to
probe the entire MAPbI3 ﬁlm, which is typically <500 nm
thick. XRD is used not only to detect initial quantities of
unreacted PbI2 in perovskite ﬁlms but also to study
degradation, as PbI2 is one of the main degradation products
of lead halide perovskites.
Although XRD can detect the presence of crystalline PbI2
throughout the perovskite ﬁlm, it cannot detect amorphous
phases. A complementary characterization method that can
show the presence of PbI2 is SEM. In the lead halide perovskite
ﬁeld, SEM is typically used in a mode that is optimized for the
detection of secondary electrons, which only carry topological
information. However, a fraction of backscattered electrons
will also be detected, which give compositional information.
The intensity of backscattered electrons is dependent on the
atomic number of the atoms in the sample, with areas having a
higher average atomic number showing up brighter in typical
images. This is observed in ﬁlms containing an excess of PbI2,
for instance, in the MAPbI3 ﬁlm with 10 mol % excess PbI2
shown in Figure 1b; bright PbI2 crystals can be seen on the
surface, as PbI2 has a higher average atomic number than the
surrounding MAPbI3 perovskite. As such, SEM can also be
used to detect the presence of PbI2. In contrast with XRD,
SEM can detect amorphous as well as crystalline phases, but it
predominantly characterizes the surface of the ﬁlm. Thus XRD
and SEM together provide an excellent probe of PbI2.

there is no parasitic absorption from PbI2 at concentrations
optimized for device performance. Finally, the device operational stability is assessed over periods of hours, again in
conjunction with XRD and SEM measurements, to provide
further insight into the observed changes in the device
performance. Although devices incorporating excess PbI2
outperform their stoichiometric counterparts for the duration
of the stability tests, the photolysis of PbI2 negates the positive
eﬀect PbI2 has on charge extraction by leaving voids in the
perovskite ﬁlm and introducing new trap states that are
detrimental to Voc and hence the device performance. Our
collective results conclusively show that despite the tempting
beneﬁts of an improved initial device performance, excess PbI2
should be avoided in the interest of long-term performance,
and there is thus a need to develop alternative additives or
synthesis routes that render the need for excess PbI2 obsolete.
Solution-processed thin ﬁlms of MAPbI3 were deposited on
glass slides using established recipes24 but with precursor
solutions containing diﬀerent molar fractions of excess PbI2
(0−20 mol %) with respect to the stoichiometric ﬁlms. (See
the Materials and Methods.) We focus on the most widely
studied archetypal MAPbI3 system to allow a comparison with
the literature reports and to avoid the phase segregation25
often seen in mixed-halide systems that can obscure the eﬀects
caused by excess PbI2. The most widely used method to detect
the presence of crystalline PbI2 in a perovskite ﬁlm is XRD,
which is able to detect quantities of crystalline entities on the
order of a few percent by mass.26 The (001) diﬀraction peak of
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Figure 4. (a) PLE spectra for MAPbI3 ﬁlms and (b) EQE spectra for solar cells using a stoichiometric (0 mol %) and a 5 mol % excess PbI2
precursor solution.

PSCs were fabricated with the device stack consisting of
ﬂuorine-doped tin-oxide (FTO)-coated glass as the front
electrode, compact and mesoporous TiO2 as electron-transporting material, MAPbI3 with diﬀerent quantities of excess
PbI2 as the light absorbing material,
N2,N2,N2′,N2′,N7,N7,N7′,N7′-octakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-9,9′spirobi[9H-ﬂuorene]-2,2′,7,7′-tetramine (spiro-OMeTAD) as
the hole-transporting material, and gold as the back electrode.
(See the Materials and Methods.) Statistics of extracted device
parameters are shown in Figure 3 (see Table S5 for further
details), where an excess of 5 mol % PbI2 is found to give the
highest PCE (Figure 3a). This is primarily due to an increase
in Jsc compared with the stoichiometric control, whereas no
signiﬁcant changes in the open-circuit voltage (Voc) or ﬁll
factor (FF) are observed. These ﬁndings are in agreement with
the observations of Jacobsson et al.,8 who attribute the
increased device performance primarily to improved electron
injection from the perovskite into the electron extracting layer,
leading to a higher Jsc. Our study ﬁnds that the subsequent
drop in Jsc for higher PbI2 excess concentrations is likely related
to the amorphous PbI2 patches observed with SEM (Figure
2f,g). A conformal layer of PbI2 can act as an insulating layer,8
preventing charge extraction from these areas and explaining
the drop in Jsc found in solar cells with >5 mol % PbI2.
Additionally, the changes in the preferred orientation (Figure
2c), speciﬁcally the relative reduction in the (110), (220), and
(112) MAPbI3 XRD peaks, coincide with the drop in Jsc
observed in solar cells (Figure 3b). Previous studies have
shown that the (110) surface facilitates electron transfer from
MAPbI3 to the electron-collecting contact, whereas the (112)
surface facilitates hole injection into the hole-collecting
contact.29 Both of these orientations become less prominent
for PbI2 excess concentrations above 5 mol %, leading to less
eﬃcient charge extraction and a lower Jsc.
A weak passivation eﬀect is also observed, with the
photoluminescence quantum eﬃciency (PLQE) of representative ﬁlms increasing from 0.02% for 0 mol % excess PbI2 to
0.05% for 5 mol % excess PbI2. This would correspond to a
negligibly small Voc increase (∼20 mV, Table S6), which is
within the standard deviation of the measured Voc and
consistent with no signiﬁcant improvement in Voc. We note
that the PLQE reaches a maximum for 2 mol % excess,
indicating that for passivation alone, lower concentrations of
excess PbI2 are suﬃcient (Table S6); this passivation eﬀect

Figure 2a shows the (001) diﬀraction peak of PbI2, and
Figure 2b shows the intensity of this peak as a function of the
excess PbI2 in the MAPbI3 precursor solution. (See Figure S1
for full XRD diﬀractograms.) The crystalline (001) PbI2 peak
can be seen to increase in intensity monotonically up to 5 mol
% excess PbI2, after which it plateaus and does not start
increasing again until ∼15 mol %. We hypothesize that the
extra PbI2 added after 5 mol % may not crystallize but is
instead present as an amorphous phase. The intensity of the
individual perovskite peaks, relative to the stoichiometric
sample (set to 1), is shown in Figure 2c as a function of the
PbI2 excess in the precursor solution. The dominant (110) and
(220) diﬀraction peaks show a signiﬁcant drop in intensity at
PbI2 excess concentrations beyond 5 mol %, indicating that
PbI2 can inﬂuence the preferential orientation of MAPbI3
crystals when it reaches a critical concentration. However,
the presence of PbI2 does not seem to have a signiﬁcant eﬀect
on the average MAPbI3 crystallite size, as ascertained from the
full width at half-maximum values of the perovskite XRD peaks
(Figure S2) and is consistent with SEM images (Figure S3).
Impurities have been shown to slow the crystal growth,28
which will especially aﬀect the fast growing preferential
orientations but not necessarily the ﬁnal crystallite size.
Despite minimal grain size changes, quite dramatic changes
are observed in ﬁlms made with >5 mol % excess PbI2 in the
precursor solution. Films containing low concentrations of
excess PbI2 are very uniform, as observed in SEM images
(Figure 2d,e). However, ﬁlms with >5 mol % excess PbI2
exhibit increasingly large (tens of micrometer) patches with
high concentrations of PbI2, showing up as brighter regions in
the SEM image (Figure 2f for 15 mol %). A closer look at these
patches (Figure 2g) reveals a mostly conformal layer of PbI2.
The appearance of this PbI2 layer is very diﬀerent from the
distinct PbI2 crystallites that can be seen in Figure 1b, and we
propose that this covering corresponds to the amorphous PbI2
implied by the plateau of intensity in XRD. Assuming
conformal PbI2 coverage of each entire grain (each on the
order of several hundred nanometers in diameter; cf. Figures
S2 and S3), this would result in a PbI2 layer that is <5 nm thick
for 5 mol % excess (Table S4). Given the large PbI2 crystallites
that are observed by SEM and XRD, not all of the excess PbI2
will form a conformal layer, and thus the PbI2 surface layer is
likely much thinner in many places and below the detection
limit of SEM.
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Figure 5. Device parameters of stoichiometric (0 mol %) and 5 mol % excess PbI2 MAPbI3 solar during a 4 h stability test under continuous J−V
sweeping (from open circuit to short circuit) in an inert atmosphere: (a) PCE, (b) Jsc, and (c) Voc.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the eﬀect of PbI2 on the device performance. MAPbI3 grain in a stoichiometric ﬁlm, sandwiched between an
electron-transporting material (ETM) and a hole-transporting material (HTM). (a) An organic-rich surface layer impedes the charge extraction of
photoexcited charge carriers. (b) Under continuous illumination, MAPbI3 is decomposed, generating PbI2, which facilitates charge extraction. (c)
Simultaneously, the photolysis of PbI2 leaves voids that negate its beneﬁcial eﬀect on charge collection and creates recombination centers. Note that
photolysis will occur as soon as excess PbI2 is generated and that the stoichiometric ﬁlm will thus never reach a state comparable to that of a ﬁlm
with a preloaded excess of PbI2.

PbI2 devices show an initial drop in PCE in the ﬁrst 20 min,
followed by a plateau phase for ∼60 min in which the
performance is steadier before the performance again rapidly
reduces after ∼1.5 h (Figure 5a). The plateau phase is ﬂatter
and lasts longer for stoichiometric devices, although devices
with excess PbI2 still retain a higher PCE over the duration of
the stability test. Overall, the loss of performance can mainly be
attributed to a decrease in current (Figure 5b), as Jsc shows an
initial drop, followed by a plateau, and then further
degradation. The Voc also exhibits an initial drop for both
samples, and this is followed by a more gradual decay that only
marginally contributes to the performance loss; this decay in
the Voc is, however, more pronounced in the 5 mol % excess
PbI2 device.
The observed trends can be explained by considering the
initial ﬁlm composition and several decomposition pathways.
In the stoichiometric device, an organic rich surface is present
that impedes the charge extraction8 (Figure 6a), whereas in the
5 mol % excess device, the PbI2-enriched surface ensures good
charge extraction. The initial drop in the device performance of
both samples can be ascribed to a burn-in process related to
processes in the charge-collecting contacts or their interfaces
with the perovskite.32 To explain the plateau phase, two
processes have to be taken into account; (i) decomposition of
MAPbI3 into PbI2, CH3NH2, and HI,33 where the latter two
leave the ﬁlm as gases (Figure 6, step 1), and (ii) photolysis of
PbI2 (cf. Figures S9 and S10) into Pb(0) and I2 gas21 (Figure
6, step 2). The decomposition of MAPbI3 may have a
beneﬁcial eﬀect by generating PbI2,15 which facilitates

may be the result of an extremely thin surface layer of PbI2 that
is below detection levels in SEM (Figure S3b).
Figure 4a shows the normalized PLE spectra for
stoichiometric ﬁlms and ﬁlms with the optimal PbI2 content
for device performance, that is, 5 mol % excess PbI2. It can be
clearly seen that there is no dip in intensity below 520 nm for
devices using an excess of PbI2, which would otherwise be
observed for thick (>100 nm) layers of PbI2 in the direct
absorption path of incident photons.11 EQE measurements
(Figure 4b) further corroborate that there is no parasitic
absorption in that region for excess PbI2 at concentrations
relevant for solar cell operation. This observation can be
rationalized by considering where the PbI2 is situated: SEM
suggests that a large fraction of the PbI2 segregates out at the
top surface, and most of the incident light (including below
520 nm) would be absorbed by the ∼500 nm thick layer of
MAPbI3 before it reaches the PbI2.30 The EQE measurements
also validate the enhanced current densities in the samples with
5 mol % excess PbI2 over their stoichiometric analogues. In the
EQE spectrum, a slight red shift of the absorption onset can be
seen for the 5 mol % excess sample. This shift is also observed
in PL emission spectra (Figure S7) and has been found for
other surface passivation strategies.31 This may also contribute
to the drop in Voc found for 1 mol % excess PbI2 devices
compared with their stoichiometric counterparts.
To assess the impact of excess PbI2 on the device stability,
stoichiometric and 5 mol % excess PbI2 MAPbI3 solar cells
were subjected to a stability test under operating conditions in
an inert atmosphere. Both stoichiometric and 5 mol % excess
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aﬀects solar cell device performance and stability. It is found
that excess PbI2 increases the device performance mainly by
facilitating improved charge extraction. PLE and EQE show
that there is no parasitic absorption at optimized excess PbI2
concentrations. Amorphous PbI2 covers large areas of the
perovskite ﬁlm for higher PbI2 concentrations, forming an
insulating layer that, in combination with reduced preferential
orientation, impedes charge extraction and leads to a loss of
performance. Stability tests show that even though performance loss is more pronounced for excess PbI2 devices, they do
outperform stoichiometric devices for the duration of the tests
performed here. However, the photolysis of PbI2 negates its
beneﬁcial eﬀect on charge extraction by leaving voids in the
ﬁlm, and it creates recombination sites, which, in turn, degrade
the Voc of the device. It is shown that these results hold true for
other lead halide perovskites besides MAPbI3, as excess PbI2 is
shown to be beneﬁcial in alternative compositions,8,10 and they
also generate PbI2 upon degradation.35 Other additives or
synthesis protocols that do not require an excess of PbI2 to
facilitate charge extraction20,22 may provide viable alternatives
to the use of excess PbI2 in PSCs to achieve eﬃcient and stable
devices.

improved charge collection up until a critical PbI2 threshold
(cf. Figure 6b). This in situ generation of PbI2 would be
especially beneﬁcial for the stoichiometric device, consistent
with the more extended device performance plateau phase in
Figure 5a, also considering evidence that PbI2 is mainly formed
at interfaces.9 At the same time, the gaseous decomposition
products leave the ﬁlm, creating voids that obstruct the charge
collection.21 Additionally, Pb(0) acts as a recombination
center,21 in which case an excess of PbI2 would lead to the
formation of more Pb(0) and thus more nonradiative
recombination (Figure 6c), leading to a drop in Voc (Figure
5c). For 5 mol % excess PbI2, the ﬁrst process is less beneﬁcial,
as the optimal PbI2 content is already preloaded, and the
second process of PbI2 degradation starts to play a signiﬁcant
role in an earlier stage. This is manifested in the faster drop in
Voc for 5 mol % excess PbI2 and the shorter duration of the
plateau phase as compared with stoichiometric devices. At the
plateau phase, the combined beneﬁcial and detrimental eﬀects
of these processes are balanced, leading to no net change in
PCE or Jsc. When a critical amount of decomposition has taken
place, the beneﬁcial eﬀect of PbI2 generation can no longer
make up for the reduction in absorption and charge extraction
and the generation of defects (Figure 6c), and as a result, the
device performance dramatically decreases. Even though the
relative loss of performance is larger for excess PbI2 devices,
the absolute performance is higher over the duration of the
stability test. To investigate whether these observations are
more generally applicable to lead halide perovskites, a stability
test was performed on devices containing cesium formamidinium lead iodide (Cs0.1FA0.9PbI3) as the light -absorbing
material (Figure S8). Because this material is more stable
under operating conditions than MAPbI3,34 very little PbI2 is
produced by degradation. In this case, poor charge extraction
and a resulting low Jsc are expected throughout the stability test
for stoichiometric devices, whereas for excess PbI2 devices, Jsc
is expected to show an initial drop as PbI2 is decomposed and
charge extraction is obstructed. Voc is expected to be stable in
the stoichiometric devices, whereas an initial drop is expected
in excess devices as excess PbI2 is decomposed. The stability
tests in Figure S8 show that this is indeed the case. (See Figure
S8 for a more in-depth discussion.)
This study is making clear that additives intended to
passivate surfaces and interfaces need to follow a number of
design rules if they are to be used in PSCs. These additives
must not absorb any sizable fraction of the light that reaches
the light-absorbing layer, as this can lead to parasitic
absorption and potentially degradation of the additive, which
negate the beneﬁcial eﬀects of the additive by creating voids in
the ﬁlm and may introduce recombination centers, limiting
long-term stability. Secondly, any additives should have a lower
tendency to crystallize or self-aggregate so that they can be
delivered where they are needed instead of forming large
crystallites; even if they are inert, they may have detrimental
eﬀects, for example, through structure deformation. Finally,
any additive should promote the preferential growth of crystal
planes that are beneﬁcial for charge extraction. Although PbI2
provides some beneﬁcial properties within a narrow concentration window, the fact it is produced as a degradation
product of the MAPbI3 absorber, and the fact that it can also
degrade to yield recombination centers, renders it detrimental
in the long term.
This study provides a detailed account of how excess PbI2
can be detected in lead halide perovskite ﬁlms and how it

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Methylammonium iodide (MAI) and titania paste (30NR-D)
were purchased from Greatcell Solar, PbI2 was purchased from
TCI, and spiro-OMeTAD was purchased from Borun
Technology. All other chemicals were purchased from SigmaAldrich.
Solar Cell Fabrication. FTO-coated glass was cleaned by
sonication in 2% Hellmanex III solution for 15 min, rinsed
with deionized water, and sonicated in isopropanol for 15 min.
Substrates were dried and transferred to a hot plate and heated
to 450 °C. Compact TiO2 was deposited by spray pyrolysis of
a solution containing 9 mL of ethanol, 0.6 mL of titanium(IV)
diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate), and 0.4 mL of acetylacetone. Substrates were cooled to room temperature before the
mesoporous TiO2 (150 mg/mL paste in ethanol) was
deposited by spin-coating (4000 rpm, 10 s, 2000 rpm ramp).
After spin-coating, the substrates were transferred to a hot
plate preheated to 125 °C, and the following protocol was used
for annealing: 10 min at 125 °C, 15 min ramp and 5 min dwell
at 325 °C, 5 min ramp and 5 min dwell at 375 °C, and 5 min
ramp and 30 min dwell at 450 °C. Substrates were then
allowed to cool to 150 °C, after which they were transferred to
a N2-ﬁlled glovebox for perovskite deposition. MAPbI3
perovskite precursor solution was prepared by dissolving
MAI (1.35 M) and PbI2 (1.35 M) in N,N-dimethylformamide/
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMF/DMSO 9:1 vol %). Cs0.1FAPbI3
perovskite precursor solution was prepared by dissolving FAI
(1.08 M), CsI (0.12 M), and PbI2 (1.2 M) in DMF/DMSO
(4:1 vol %). The required excess PbI2 concentrations were
achieved by adding additional PbI2 from a 1.35 M stock, and to
keep the MAPbI3 molarity equal for all concentrations,
appropriate amounts of DMF/DMSO were added. MAPbI3
was deposited on the substrate by spin-coating (3000 rpm for
20 s), and the ﬁlm was quenched with a stream of N2 10 s into
the process. The substrates were then transferred to a hot plate
preheated to 100 °C and annealed for 10 min.24 Cs0.1FAPbI3
was deposited on the substrate by spin-coating (1000 rpm for
10 s, 4000 rpm for 30 s), and the ﬁlm was quenched by
dropping chlorobenzene 25 s into the process. The substrates
were then transferred to a hot plate preheated to 150 °C and
6510
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annealed for 10 min.34 After cooling to room temperature,
spiro-OMeTAD (0.07 M in chlorobenzene, doped with tbutylpyridine (3.3 mol/mol), bis(triﬂuoromethane)sulfonamide lithium (0.5 mol/mol), and tris(2-(1H-pyrazol1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)-cobalt(III)tris(bis(triﬂuoromethylsulfonyl)imide) (0.05 mol/mol)) was deposited by spin-coating (4000 rpm, 20 s). Devices were ﬁnished by
the thermal evaporation of 100 nm gold.
Optoelectronic Characterization. A solar simulator from ABET
Technologies (model 11016 Sun 2000) with a xenon arc lamp
was used to illuminate the solar cells for J−V measurements,
which were recorded using a Keithley 2635 sourcemeter. J−V
measurements were recorded at a scan speed of 50 mV/s from
open-circuit to short-circuit conditions. Stability measurements
were performed using an Autolab PGSTAT302N apparatus by
continuously sweeping from open circuit to short circuit at 10
mV/s.
The measurement and calculation of PLQE were performed
according to the literature.36 Measurements were conducted
using a 520 nm continuous laser to excite the samples with an
excitation power density of 60 mW/cm2 (one sun equivalent).
The samples were mounted in an integrating sphere (in air)
during the excitation, and the PL signal was directed by an
optical ﬁber to an Andor iDus Si Detector. The accumulation
time for each measurement was 60 s.
PLE measurements were performed using a 450 W
continuous xenon arc lamp and an Edinburgh Instruments
FLS980 ﬂuorimeter. During the measurements, the emission
wavelength was ﬁxed at 770 nm, and the excitation wavelength
was varied in the range of 450−800 nm, with a wavelength step
of 1 nm and a dwell time of 0.1s.
X-ray Dif fraction. X-ray diﬀractograms of perovskite ﬁlms
were obtained in Bragg−Brentano geometry using a Bruker D8
Advance X-ray diﬀractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ =
1.5418 Å). All of the measurements were performed with 2θ
angles ranging from 10 to 40°, with a step size of 0.00214°.
Scanning Electron Microscopy. SEM was performed using a
Zeiss LEO 1550 FE-SEM apparatus with a ﬁeld-emission
source operating at 2 kV acceleration voltage in the In-Lens
mode.
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